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Abstract

High dimensional data visualization is critical to
data analysts since it gives a direct view of original
data. We present a method to visualize large amount of
high dimensional data. We divide dimensions of data
into several groups. Then, we use one icon to repre-
sent each group, and associate visual properties of each
icon with dimensions in each group. A high dimen-
sional data record will be represented by multiple dif-
ferent types of icons located in the same position. Fur-
thermore, we use summary icons to display local details
of viewer’s interests and the whole data set at mean-
time. We show its effectiveness and efficiency through
a case study on a real large data set.

1 Introduction

Data visualization plays an important role in discov-
ering knowledge since the human eye-brain system is
still the best existing pattern recognition device. Data
visualization is a rapidly expanding research area due
to the huge increase of number and size of datasets
that need to be visualized and interpreted. Data vi-
sualization techniques may range from simple scatter
plots and histogram plots over parallel coordinates to
3D visual reality systems.

Visualization techniques, such as EXVIS [8], Cher-
noff Faces [1] [3], icons [5] and m-Arm Glyph [7], are
often called glyph-based methods. Glyphs are graphi-
cal entities whose visual features such as shape, orien-
tation, color and size are controlled by attributes in an
underlying dataset, and glyphs are often used for inter-
active exploration of data sets [9]. Glyph-based tech-
niques range from representation via individual icons to
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the formation of texture and color patterns through the
overlay of many thousands of glyphs [2]. Chernoff used
facial characteristics to represent information in a mul-
tivariate dataset [1] [3]. Each dimension of the data set
controls one facial feature such as nose, eyes, eyebrows,
mouth, and jowls. Glyphmaker proposed by Foley and
Ribarsky can visualize multivariate datasets in an ef-
fective, interactive fashion [4]. Levkowitz described a
prototype system for combining colored squares to pro-
duce patterns to represent an underlying multivariate
dataset [6]. In [5] an icon encodes six dimensions by
color coding six different lines within a square icon. In
[2] Levkowitz describes the combination of textures and
colors in a visualization system. The m-Arm Glyph by
Pickett and Grinstein [7] consists of a main axis and
m arms, and the length and thickness of each arm and
the angles between each arm and main axis are used to
encode different dimensions of a data set.

2 Visualizing high dimensional data

Data visualization is the graphic presentation of a
data set, with the goal of helping and providing the
viewer with a qualitative understanding of the embed-
ded information in a natural and direct way. And a
visualization process includes Rendering data(forward
transformation) stage, Reverse transformation stage,
Knowledge extraction stage.

The basic requirement for rendering data is that dif-
ferent values should be displayed differently, the more
the original values are, the more different they should
look. Rendering data takes two steps:

1. Association step

Associate data dimensions/columns with visual el-
ements. The association is as the following:

D = {d1, d2, · · · , dn}
V = {v1, v2, · · · , vm}

Fa : D → V (1)

where D is the set of n dimensions in a data set,
and di is the ith dimension in D; V is the space
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of m visual elements which include visual objects
and their features, and vj is the jth element in V .

2. Transformation step

Choose a transformation function for each
dimension-visual element pair which maps each
value in that dimension to a member in that visual
element domain. The function is:

Fi : di → vi(i = 1, 2, · · · , n) (2)

where di is the set of values of ith dimension, and
vi is the set of members of ith visual element.

During the association step of rendering data a visu-
alization system associates visual elements with dimen-
sions from a data set. One visual element is one visual
feature of a visual object. The visual objects (these ob-
jects are differentiated by their shapes and styles) could
be point, line, polyline, glyph, 2-D or 3-D surface, 3-D
solid, image, text, etc. And for each visual object, we
may choose from the following visual features, color, lo-
cation, shape/style, texture, size/length/width/depth,
orientation, relative position/motion, etc.

Existing methods use only one icon’s visual features
to represent a data record, as the dimensions of the
data record become higher, more features from the
icon has to used if no dimension reduction techniques
adopted, which results in a complex icon. A complex
icon is hard to understand and computationally expen-
sive, which will hurt visualization quality and make
large data set visualization impractical.

In our technique, we use a group of icons’ visual fea-
tures to represent one data record. This group of icons
are located in the same position to tell a viewer that
this whole group represent the same data record. Icons
in one group should be of different types(shapes). And
for each icon of this group, we associate one of its se-
lected visual features with one dimension in a data set.
In three-dimensional space the position of one icon can
represent three dimensions, but since all icons in the
group will share the same position, only three dimen-
sions can be represented by the position of a icon group.
If there are some identical triples in the three dimen-
sions of a data set selected to be displayed by position,
we can not use position to encode any dimensions any
more. Instead we only associate dimensions with icon
visual features and display groups of icons uniformly
(or any way specified by a viewer) in the space, in this
case, icon positions do not represent any information
except icons in the same position are for the same data
record. Suppose the number of selected icon types is
N , and the number of selected features from each icon
is M , and we are able to choose three dimensions which

Figure 1. A sample figure to visualize a twelve-dimensional data

set with six records.

Figure 2. A visualization system can not reach its potential with

the problem of non-uniform data distribution

do not have identical triples, the number of dimensions
which can be displayed is: 3 + M × N . If we want the
user to be able to associate the features of icons with
original data dimensions easily, M and N can not be
too large. Our estimation of M and N could be up
to around 10, , and our technique could handle up to
around 50 dimensions.

If we choose color, size and orientation as the vi-
sual features for icon “box”, “arrow” and “cone”, we
will have a sample figure as Figure 1. By using mul-
tiple icons located in the same position our method
can effectively visualize a data set with higher dimen-
sions than existing methods. Within the data set, it
is common that the data values are clustered, and the
data distribution is not uniform. Non-uniform data
distribution can hurt our visualization efforts, which
is shown by the following example. Suppose we have
a one-dimensional dataset as {1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 5, 10, 10,
100}, and we choose the color of icon “bar” to represent
it, and our transformation function is:

{value|1 ≤ value ≤ 10} −→ red
· · ·
{value|91 ≤ value ≤ 100} −→ blue

And the dataset will be visualized as Figure 2, al-
though the visualization system can use ten different
colors, most icons are blue because most data values fall
into the interval [1, 10] represented by blue. We can not
tell the difference of these data values any more, and
visualization is less effective. Instead, we find the data
clusters first for each dimension i with data clustering
techniques.For one-dimensional data set clustering we
have lots of clustering algorithms to choose from.

Let ki be the number of clusters for the ith dimen-
sion. Then, we divide vi (set of members of ith visual
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Figure 3. We divide members of “bar’s size” into three groups,

each group has three members.

Figure 4. Failure to reveal critical information from a data set

with non-uniform knowledge distribution problem

element) into ki groups, i.e.
vi = {vij |1 ≤ j ≤ ki}.
The transformation between the ith data dimension

and its visual element will be determined according
to the cluster which the data value belongs to. Let
us use cij to denote the jth cluster of data in the ith

dimension, then we have:

Ci = {cij}(1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ ki) (3)

where Ci is the set of clusters in dimension i, n is the
number of dimensions in a data set, ki is the number of
clusters in dimension i. We divide members in visual
element Vi into ki groups:

Vi = {vij}(1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ ki) (4)

where vij is a group of members in visual element i. For
example, if we choose visual element “bar’s size”, as
shown in Figure 3, we could divide different sized bars
into three groups, and each group has three members
of visual element “bar’s size”.

Then the transformation between data dimensions
and visual elements will be:

Fij : Cij → Vij(1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ ki) (5)

In “Rendering data” stage we perform association and
transformation on the original data and then perform
rendering. Viewers have to be aware of and understand
the association and transformation during the visual-
ization process, and be able to reverse the transformed
display and restore the original picture in their mind.

This requirement makes a complex transformation in
the first stage infeasible.

Rendering millions of icons is computationally ex-
pensive, and interpretion and analysis done by the user
is even harder. A visualization system has to pro-
vide not only a “loyal” picture of the original dataset,
but also a “better” picture for easier interpretion and
knowledge extraction. Previousely we specified the ba-
sic requirement for a visualization system as:

“Different data values should be visualized differ-
ently, and the more different the data values are, the
more different they should look”.

But what a viewer really want is the information or
knowledge represented by the data values, so the above
requirement can be better stated as:

“Different information should be visualized differ-
ently, and the more different the information is, the
more different it should look”.

To help a viewer on knowledge extraction a vi-
sualization system has to deal with the problem of
non-uniform knowledge/information distribution. It is
common in some data sets or fields that a small dif-
ference of a value could mean a big difference, which
means the knowledge and information is not distrib-
uted uniformly within data values. Of course, a user
would like a visualization system to be able to show
these meaningful differences clearly. To be specific,
two differences of same amount in data values may not
necessarily be rendered by the identical difference in vi-
sual elements on the screen. Instead the difference rep-
resenting more information should be displayed more
significantly to get attention from a viewer. Suppose
we have a one dimensional data set which saves human
body temperatures, {36.5, 37.0, 37.5, 38.0, 38.5, 39.0,
39.5, 40.0, 40.5, 41.0, 41.5, 42.0}, and this data set is
uniformly distributed. We still use a bar’s color to vi-
sualize the data set, and our transformation function
will map the values uniformly since the dataset has a
uniform distribution:

{value|36.0 ≤ value < 38.0} −→ red
{value|38.0 ≤ value < 40.0} −→ orange

{value|40.0 ≤ value ≤ 42.0} −→ blue

And the dataset will be visualized as the above fig-
ure. The visualization system visualizes the data loy-
ally. Both 40.0 and 42.0 are represented by blue, but
as human body temperatures 40.0 and 42.0 could mean
a difference of life and death. From the above exam-
ple, it is clear that integration of domain knowledge
into a visualization system is very important due to
non-uniform knowledge distribution. To a visualiza-
tion system integration of domain knowledge can be
achieved by choosing proper association function and
transformation functions during visualization process.
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Figure 5. Figures with summary icons

3 Summary icons and a case study

To display the local details and overall context of a
data set at the same time, we use summarization. We
use “summary” icons to display summarized data for
“uninteresting” parts of a dataset, and regular icons to
display the “interesting” parts of a data set which will
show all details. One feature of a summary icon do
not represent one field in a data record, instead it rep-
resents a statistical parameter (summary) of the fields
from multiple underlying data records, such as sum,
mean, median. By this way, we can build a hierar-
chical structure of icons as in Figure 5. The icons in
low level represent only one record, the icons in high
level will be a summary of icons/records below it. The
icons on the high level are more general, they summa-
rize information from a lot of records, and the icons
on the low level are more specialized or local, and they
represent and visualize only one record.

Using temperature set Figure 4, we use some sum-
mary icons to summarize some data values shown in
Figure 5. The left figure in 5 shows two level-one sum-
mary icons, the top bar represents the average of first
three values and middle bar represents the average of
value 4 ,5 and 6. The right figure in 5 use one summary
icon to represent the average of all values in this set.

In case study we use a large dataset that encodes
multiple data fields at a single spatial location. This set
of 12-dimensional geophysical data was obtained with
man-made earthquakes to discover oil underground.
These data were recorded as nine SGY files. Each file
includes some headers and 6,172,871 one-dimensional
records. These records are data samples from 111 ×
111 locations within 2 seconds after an explosion. Data
represents three different properties in geophysical sci-
ence, which are interval velocity, amplitude of the 5-45
degree angles of incidence, and amplitude of the 35-55
degree angles of incidence. Each property has three
dimensions. We used three different icons: parallelo-
gram, box, and pyramid. The experiment is run on a
PC with Pentium III 1GHz CPU, 256 MB RAM, and
a 16 MB video card. View rendering (move, rotate,
zoom) can be done in real time.

4 Conclusion

Using multiple icons located in one position is an ef-
fective and efficient method for large high dimensional
data set visualization. Summary icons can help display
local data details and overall context at the same time.
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